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White blouse

Gianfranco Ferré

Ready-to-wear

Fall-Winter

1986-87

GIANFRANCO FERRE/MADE IN ITALY

White triple silk organza, fabric-covered buttons, little mother-of-pearl buttons, shoulder pads, white organza flower decor 
(Bovina Fiori Per La Moda, Bologna)

Apparently, it’s a full long blouse in four cuts of cloth softly tapered in back. The two overlapping front sections have a round
hem, bias-cut fillet collar, dropped shoulders with triangular appliqués in back. The full straight cuffless sleeves are decorated
with a small buttoned loop strap.
Actually, the blouse is designed to be worn upside down thanks to a ribbon-type strap in the same fabric attached to the 
waist at mid back (or nape in the final version) and buttoned at the two ends of the collar (ultimately the back hem). Two 
symmetrical shoulderpads give shape to the shoulders.
Once the ribbon-strap is in place the blouse assumes its definitive form, as the hem becomes a wide upside-down collar, the
ultradropped shoulders are underlined in front by a sort of yoke, the back resembles a short shapely jacket with belt at waist.
Completing the blouse is a fanciful big organza flower pinned near the collar.

By the mid 1980s the designer item is a must-have status symbol. Nevertheless, the Italian fashion industry begins to feel 
the impact of the economic downturn. The ready-to-wear sector deals with the situation by showing winter fashions that are
simpler, quietly chic, with few colors and more stylized cuts. Many designers introduce more accessible second lines to appeal
to a broader audience. Meanwhile Ferré – who is already designing the upper/mid-market Oaks, Baila and Nadini collections
– goes the elitist route and makes his High Fashion debut in Rome.
On the catwalk in Milan the designer presents this spectacular blouse revealing the full scope of his creative powers. In his 
own words, he sought “to build a new tradition viewing orthodox elements of the wardrobe following a different type of 
logic.” In this case the different logic is the idea of wearing the garment upside down, with bottom hem at neck and collar 
along hips. But that means totally redesigning it, calculating weights, drapes, supports and fit in a manner contrary to the 
classic one. The result is an airy design (or architectural) object where nothing is superfluous and all serves rationally to fulfill
a new function.
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Good, reconstruction in silk duchesse
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Condition

ControModa. La moda contemporanea della collezione permanente del Los Angeles County Museum of Art, by Sharon S. 
Takeda and Kaye D. Spilker Skira, Milan 2007, pp. 152-53.

Moda Italia, New York, Pier 88, April 1988
“Tra Moda e Design. Linea infinita”, Triennale Building, Milan, December 19, 1995 to January 7, 1996
“A White Story”, Seibu Ikebukuro, Tokyo ,1997 ControModa. La moda contemporanea della collezione permanente del Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art, Florence, Palazzo Strozzi, October 12, 2007 to March 16, 2008
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